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This chapter consists of two parts: the conclusion of the discussion presented in the previous chapter and the suggestions.

5.1 Conclusion

The purpose of writing this thesis is to give some contribution of supplementary reading materials for the fourth year pupils in the Elementary School. This study is motivated by the fact that the new curriculum states that English is a subject that should be taught to the fourth year pupils of Elementary School. The writer thinks that the reading materials which are taught to the pupils are not enough to be taught to the pupils so that she thinks that it is necessary to give supplementary reading materials for the pupils.

5.2 Suggestions

Realizing that these supplementary reading materials are only for the book "Let's Practice English" 4A by Ali Sakti, Budiarti and A. Priyadi, the writer would like to suggest that the English teachers of Elementary School can give some other supplementary
reading materials. The writer also suggests the teachers to use some interesting teaching techniques and aids in order to teach reading more interestingly.

Finally, the writer realizes that this study is still theoretical, thus it is suggested that experimental studies will be done by other pupils in the future to see whether those supplementary reading materials are effective or not.
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